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HIGHLIGHTED ARTICLE
| INVESTIGATION

Minimal Effects of Proto-Y Chromosomes on House Fly
Gene Expression in Spite of Evidence that Selection

Maintains Stable Polygenic Sex Determination
Jae Hak Son,* Tea Kohlbrenner,† Svenia Heinze,† Leo W. Beukeboom,‡ Daniel Bopp,† and Richard P. Meisel*,1

*Department of Biology and Biochemistry, University of Houston, Texas 77204-5001, †Institute of Molecular Life Sciences,
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ABSTRACT Sex determination, the developmental process by which organismal sex is established, evolves fast, often due to changes in
the master regulators at the top of the pathway. Additionally, in species with polygenic sex determination, multiple different master
regulators segregate as polymorphisms. Understanding the forces that maintain polygenic sex determination can be informative of the
factors that drive the evolution of sex determination. The house fly, Musca domestica, is a well-suited model to those ends because
natural populations harbor male-determining loci on each of the six chromosomes and a biallelic female determiner. To investigate
how natural selection maintains polygenic sex determination in the house fly, we assayed the phenotypic effects of proto-Y chromo-
somes by performing mRNA-sequencing experiments to measure gene expression in house fly males carrying different proto-Y
chromosomes. We find that the proto-Y chromosomes have similar effects as a nonsex-determining autosome. In addition, we created
sex-reversed males without any proto-Y chromosomes and they had nearly identical gene expression profiles as genotypic males.
Therefore, the proto-Y chromosomes have a minor effect on male gene expression, consistent with previously described minimal X–Y
sequence differences. Despite these minimal differences, we find evidence for a disproportionate effect of one proto-Y chromosome
on male-biased expression, which could be partially responsible for fitness differences between males with different proto-Y chromo-
some genotypes. Therefore our results suggest that, if natural selection maintains polygenic sex determination in house fly via gene
expression differences, the phenotypes under selection likely depend on a small number of genetic targets.

KEYWORDS diptera; gene expression; insect; RNA-seq; sex chromosome; sex determination; sexual antagonism

SEX determination is the process by which genetic or envi-
ronmental cues cause an individual to develop into either

a female or male. Sex determination evolves rapidly, often
due to changes in the master regulatory genes at the top of
sex-determining pathways (Beukeboom and Perrin 2014). Sex-
determining pathways can also be variable (polygenic or mul-
tifactorial) within species (Moore and Roberts 2013). Many
population genetic models predict that polygenic sex determi-

nation should be a transient state betweenmonogenic equilibria
(Rice 1986; van Doorn and Kirkpatrick 2007). Therefore, it is
surprising that polygenic sex determination has been found in
numerous species (Orzack et al. 1980; Moore and Roberts
2013; Bachtrog et al. 2014). Understanding how polygenic sex-
determining systems are maintained will help shed light on the
forces driving the rapid evolution in sex determination pathways.

The house fly,Musca domestica, is a model species to study
polygenic sex determination because it has a well character-
ized and highly variable sex determination system (Dübendorfer
et al. 2002; Hamm et al. 2015). The male-determining gene,
Mdmd, appears to be recently derived in house fly as it is absent
in its close relativeStomoxys calcitrans, and it cannot be found in
other related dipterans (Sharma et al. 2017). Mdmd regulates
the splicing of the house fly ortholog of transformer (Md-tra),
preventing males from producing a functional female-determining
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isoform ofMd-tra (Hediger et al. 2010; Sharma et al. 2017). A
dominant female-determining allele (Md-traD) that is not
sensitive to Mdmd regulation also segregates in natural pop-
ulations, allowing females to carry Mdmd (Mcdonald et al.
1978; Kozielska et al. 2008; Hediger et al. 2010).

Mdmd can be found on multiple different chromosomes in
natural populations of house fly (Sharma et al. 2017). The two
most-common locations of Mdmd in natural populations are
the Y chromosome (YM) and the third chromosome (IIIM)
(Hamm et al. 2015). Historically, the chromosomes carrying
the male determiner were designated as the Y (YM), X (XM),
and any of the five autosomes (e.g., IIIM). However, recent
work showed that the YM chromosome is highly similar in
gene content to the X chromosome because YM is a very young
proto-Y chromosome (Meisel et al. 2017). These findings
align with the independent discovery that Mdmd is of a re-
cent origin (Sharma et al. 2017). Moreover, previous work
observedminimalmorphological and sequence differences be-
tween the X and Y chromosomes (Boyes et al. 1964; Hediger
et al. 1998). The third chromosome carryingMdmd is also very
recently derived from the standard third chromosome (Meisel
et al. 2017). Therefore, we refer to any chromosome carrying
Mdmd (including YM and IIIM) as a proto-Y chromosome.

There are multiple lines of evidence that natural selection
maintains polygenic sex determination in house fly. First, YM

and IIIM form stable latitudinal clines on multiple continents
(Franco et al. 1982; Tomita and Wada 1989; Hamm et al.
2005; Kozielska et al. 2008). YM is most frequent in northern
populations and IIIM predominates in southern populations.
The distributions of the proto-Y chromosomes correlate with
seasonality in temperature (Feldmeyer et al. 2008), suggest-
ing that temperature modulates the fitness of males carrying
different proto-Y chromosomes. Second, males carrying YM or
IIIM differ in their success courting female mates, and the
frequency of the IIIM chromosome reproducibly increases
over generations in laboratory population cages kept at a
warm temperature (Hamm et al. 2009). Third, in some pop-
ulations, individual males carry multiple proto-Y chromo-
somes, which would cause them to produce male-biased
broods with their mates (Kozielska et al. 2006; Hamm et al.
2015). The frequency of males that carry multiple proto-Y
chromosomes is positively correlated with the frequency of
Md-traD across populations (Meisel et al. 2016). This suggests
thatMd-traD invaded to balance the sex ratio or thatMd-traD

allows for the increase in frequency of proto-Y chromosomes.
If natural selection maintains polygenic sex determination

in house fly, YM and IIIM must have different phenotypic and
fitness effects for selection to act upon. However, a recent anal-
ysis of YM and IIIM sequences revealed very few differences
from their homologous X and III chromosomes, respectively
(Meisel et al. 2017). To examine this paradox of evolutionarily
important phenotypic effects of proto-Y chromosomes yet min-
imal sequence divergence from their homologs, we used high-
throughput mRNA sequencing (RNA-seq) to measure gene
expression in house flies with different YM and IIIM genotypes.
This included testing the effects of multiple different naturally

occurring YM and IIIM chromosomes on a common genetic
background. We also used RNA interference (RNAi) to knock
downMd-tra and create sex-reversed males that do not carry
any proto-Y chromosomes (Hediger et al. 2010), which we
compared to males with the same genetic background car-
rying IIIM. Therefore, our experiments allow us to identify
candidate phenotypic differences between males carrying
different proto-Y chromosomes upon which natural selection
can act to maintain polygenic sex determination in house fly.

Materials and Methods

Strains with naturally occurring proto-Y chromosomes

We examined gene expression in four house fly strains that
each have a different naturally occurring proto-Y chromosome
(either YM or IIIM) on a common genetic background (Figure
1). We used a previously described backcrossing method to
move each proto-Y chromosome onto the Cornell Susceptible
(CS) genetic background (Meisel et al. 2015). CS is an inbred
IIIM strain produced bymixing strains collected from through-
out the United States (Scott et al. 1996). Our first proto-Y
chromosome is the IIIM chromosome from the CS strain on
its native background. The second strain (CSrab) was created
by backcrossing the IIIM chromosome from the rspin strain
collected in New York (Shono and Scott 2003) onto the CS
background for 10 generations, replacing the CS IIIM chromo-
some (Supplemental Material, Figure S1). The third strain
(IsoCS) is a YM strain that was previously created by introduc-
ing the YM chromosome from a strain collected in Maine onto
the CS background without IIIM (Hamm et al. 2009). The
fourth strain was created to test the effect of a non-Mdmd-
bearing third chromosome on gene expression (Figure S2). To
that end, we introduced the third chromosome carrying the
recessive brown bodymutation (bwb) and the YM chromosome
from the genome reference strain (aabys) onto the CS back-
ground to create the bwbCS strain (IIIbwb/ IIIbwb; X/YM). We
then crossed bwbCS males with CS females (bwbCS3CS) to
create males that carry the aabys YM chromosome and are
heterozygous for the non-Mdmd third chromosomes from
CS and aabys on a CS background (IIICS/ IIIbwb; XCS/YM).
Therefore, we had two IIIM strains (CS and CSrab) with dif-
ferent origins of the IIIM chromosome and two YM strains
(IsoCS and bwbCS3CS) with different origins of the Y chro-
mosome. In three of the strains (CS, CSrab, and IsoCS), fe-
males were isogenic for the CS background and males were
isogenic except for theirMdmd-bearing proto-Y chromosomes.

RNAi knockdown to create sex-reversed flies

We used RNAi targeting Md-tra to create sex-reversed males
that do not carry a male-determining proto-Y chromosome.
For the RNAi experiments, we used a house fly strain that
allows easy identification of sex-reversed individuals that are
genotypic females but phenotypic males (Hediger et al.
2010). Females of this strain are homozygous for a third
chromosome containing recessive alleles for pointed wing
(pw) and bwb. Males carry one copy of the third chromosome
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with pw and bwb, and one copy of a IIIM chromosome with
wild-type alleles (Mdmd pw+ bwb+/pw bwb). Therefore, fe-
males have pointed wings and brown bodies, as do sex-
reversed males, whereas normal males have wild-type wings
and wild-type bodies. We cannot do this same experiment
with YM males because there are no morphological markers
on the X/Y chromosome.

Double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) targetingMd-tra (Md-tra-
RNAi) and GFP (GFP-RNAi) was generated, and injected into
early blastoderm embryos of the pw bwb strain following
established protocols (Hediger et al. 2001, 2004). The frag-
ment of dsRNA targeting Md-tra ranges from exons 1 to 5,
and it was generated by amplifying cDNA from female house
flies (Hediger et al. 2010). The sequences of the T7 extended
primers used to produce dsRNA targeting Md-tra were 59-
gtaatacgatcactatagggTGGTGTAATATGGCTCTATCG-39 and
59-gtaatacgatcactatagggGCTGCCATACAAACGTGTC-39 (se-
quences in lower case are the T7 region and sequences in
upper case anneal to Md-tra). The sequences of the T7 ex-
tended primers used to produce dsRNA targeting GFP were
59-gtaatacgatcactatagggATGTGAGCAAGGGC-39 and 59-gtaa
tacgatcactatagggCTTGTACAGCTCGTC-39.

The larvae that hatched from embryos injected with either
Md-tra-RNAi or GFP-RNAi were raised on porcine feces, be-
cause the small number of injected larvae were less likely to
develop into adult flies on standard rearing media (Schmidt
et al. 1997). Under the injection scheme (Table 1), we could
collect four types of flies: (a) genotypic females with the GFP-
RNAi treatment (phenotypic females), (b) genotypic females
with the Md-tra-RNAi treatment (sex-reversed males), (c)
genotypic males with GFP-RNAi treatment (IIIM males #1),
and (d) genotypic males with the Md-tra-RNAi treatment
(IIIM males #2). Both types of genotypic males (IIIM males
#1 and #2) were also phenotypic males, and the GFP-RNAi-
treated genotypic females were phenotypic females. Sex re-
versal to a phenotypic male occurs in genotypic females
under the Md-tra-RNAi treatment (Hediger et al. 2010).

After emergence from the pupa, each injected single phe-
notypic male was kept in a small cage with three or four
females from the pw bwb strain that did not have any injection
treatments. Only phenotypic males that successfully sired off-
spring with those females were retained for the RNA-seq
experiment. All three types of phenotypic males produced
offspring, but the sex-reversed males sired only female off-
spring (because they do not carry Mdmd). To measure gene
expression in females, we collected virgin GFP-RNAi-treated
genotypic females. Those females were collected within 8 hr
of emergence and kept separate from males to ensure they
were virgin. The females were aged for 5 days, and we se-
lected three females to dissect for RNA-seq experiments. We
measured gene expression in virgin females to exclude mat-
ing effects on female gene expression.

RNA-seq experiments

We used RNA-seq to measure gene expression in heads and
abdomens from individual males of the four strains carrying

either the YM or IIIM proto-Y chromosomes (Figure 1). The
larvae were raised at 25� on a standard diet of wheat bran,
calf manna, yeast, reptile litter, and water, as described pre-
viously (Hamm et al. 2009; Meisel et al. 2015). Unmated
adult males and females were sorted within 8 hr of emer-
gence, kept separately at 22�, and providedwith water, sugar,
and powdered milk ad libitum. Heads and abdomens from
adult flies at 5 days postemergence were dissected and frozen
at 280�. The heads and abdomens from individual males
were homogenized in TRIzol reagent, and then RNA was
extracted using the Zymo Direct-zol kit following the manu-
facturer’s protocol including DNA digestion steps. Three bi-
ological replicates (i.e., three individual male heads and
abdomens) were prepared from males of each of the four
strains. Because females of three strains (CS, CSrab, and
IsoCS) are isogenic, we sampled only one female from each
of the strains. However, the RNA-seq library preparation for
CS female abdomen failed, so that the female abdomen had
only two biological replicates.

We also performed RNA-seq on heads and abdomens from
the four types of flies injected with dsRNA (Table 1). Individ-
ual 4–5-day-old adult flies (described above) were frozen in
liquid nitrogen and RNA was extracted from the individual
flies with the NucleoSpin RNAII kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren,
Germany) following the protocol of the manufacturer, which
includes DNA digestion steps. Three biological replicates
(i.e., three individual flies) from each of the four genotype-
by-treatment combinations were collected.

RNA-seq libraries were prepared with the Illumina TruSeq
Stranded mRNA Sample Preparation Kit following the proto-
cols of the manufacturer. The libraries were run in six lanes
for 75 cycles (i.e., 75 nucleotide reads) on an Illumina Next-
Seq500 machine at the University of Houston Seq-N-Edit
Core. For the strains with different naturally occurring proto-Y
chromosomes (Figure 1), two of three lanes contained
10 libraries comprised of one replicate from each strain, sex,
and body part (four strains of males plus one of the strains of
females by two tissues): CS male head and abdomen, CSrab
male head and abdomen, IsoCS male head and abdomen,
bwbCS male head and abdomen, and female head and abdo-
men. The third lane contained nine of the samples described
above, but no CS female abdomen because that library prep-
aration failed. For the RNAi experiment we ran three lanes,
and each lane contained eight library samples, one replicate
from each genotype-by-treatment combination and body
part: Md-tra-RNAi genotypic female head and abdomen
(sex-reversed male), Md-tra-RNAi genotypic male head and
abdomen, GFP-RNAi genotypic female head and abdomen,
and GFP-RNAi genotypic male head and abdomen.

Data analysis

Illumina RNA-seq reads were aligned to house fly genome
assembly v2.0.2 and annotation release 102 (Scott et al.
2014) using HISAT2 v2.0.1 (Kim et al. 2015). Read-mapping
information for the strains with different naturally occurring
proto-Y chromosomes and flies from the RNAi experiment are
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shown in Tables S1 and S2. Read coverage across the sex-
determining genes Md-tra, doublesex (Md-dsx), and fruitless
(Md-fru) was determined with the “mpileup” function in
SAMtools (Li et al. 2009). Second, the aligned reads were
assigned to all annotated genes with htseq-count in HTSeq
v0.9.1 (Anders et al. 2015), with the –stranded = reverse
option, because we generated stranded RNA-seq libraries.

The HTSeq output was used as input into DESeq2 v1.16.1
to identify differentially expressed genes (Love et al. 2014).
For the DESeq2 analysis of the four strains with different
naturally occurring YM and IIIM chromosomes, we performed
pairwise comparisons between males of each strain. We also
performed pairwise comparisons of males from each strain
against females. For the RNAi experiment, we created a
model in DESeq2 in which gene expression is predicted by
genotypic sex, RNAi treatment (GFP-RNAi or Md-tra-RNAi),
and the interaction between genotypic sex and RNAi treat-
ment. The model allows for pairwise comparisons between
individuals with either the same genotypic sex or RNAi treat-
ment. From the pairwise comparisons, log2 fold changes
(log2FCs) were extracted for each gene with false discovery
rate-corrected P-values (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995). We
also extracted log2FC for IIIM males #2 over females using
the equation: log2(IIIM males #2/females) = log2(IIIM males
#1/females) + log2(IIIM males #2/IIIM males #1). We can-
not calculate a P-value for a test of whether log2(IIIM males
#2/females) is different from zero because it is not a pairwise
comparison performed by the model we created in DESeq2.
Only genes with adjusted P-values reported by DESeq2 are
presented and used for downstream analyses. In other words,
we considered a gene to be expressed if there was enough
data to compare gene expression levels, and we ignored
genes where a statistical test was not performed because
expression was too low.

We performed a principal component (PC) analysis
(PCA), used a grade of membership model implemented
in the R package “CountClust” (Dey et al. 2017), and per-
formed hierarchical clustering to analyze the normalized
expression count data from DESeq2. For the PCA and hier-
archical clustering, we used a regularized log transforma-
tion of the normalized count data calculated using the
“rlog” function in DESeq2 (Love et al. 2014). Because genes
with low counts show the highest relative differences
among samples and create large variances, these low-count
genes dominate the results of the PCA. The regularized
log transformation stabilizes the variance of the data,
making it homoscedastic. The hierarchical clustering was
performed using the pheatmap() function in R (Kolde
2019). Gene Ontology (GO) terms were analyzed with
The Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated
Discovery (DAVID) v.6.8 (Huang et al. 2009).

We assigned house fly genes to chromosomes using the
conservation of Muller elements across flies (Foster et al.
1981; Weller and Foster 1993), as done previously (Meisel
et al. 2015; Meisel and Scott 2018). Briefly, the house fly and
Drosophila genomes are organized into six chromosome arms

(Muller elements A–F). Elements A–E correspond to the
house fly chromosomes that were historically considered
the autosomes. Element F is the historical house fly X chro-
mosome (Vicoso and Bachtrog 2013). One-to-one orthologs
between house fly and Drosophila melanogaster genes were
identified as part of the house fly genome annotation (Scott
et al. 2014). We assigned house fly scaffolds to Muller ele-
ments using a “majority rules” approach: if the majority of
genes on a scaffold were orthologous to D. melanogaster
genes on a single Muller element, then the house fly scaffold
was assigned to thatMuller element. In turn, all genes on that
scaffold are assigned to the same Muller element.

Data availability

All RNA-seq data are available from the National Center for
Biotechnology Information Sequence Read Archive within
BioProject accessions PRJNA522991 (Gene Expression Om-
nibus (GEO)accessionGSE126685)andPRJNA522995(GEO
accession GSE126689). Supplemental material available at
FigShare: https://doi.org/10.25386/genetics.8798747.

Results

Different proto-Y chromosomes have minor effects on
gene expression

We previously observed that hundreds of genes are differen-
tially expressed between males carrying IIIM and males car-
rying YM (Meisel et al. 2015). Those experiments controlled
for genetic background by introgressing a YM chromosome
onto the same background as the IIIM chromosome. However,
the previous work did not compare the effects of the proto-Y
chromosome with the effect of introducing a new autosome
on the common genetic background. Therefore, it is not clear
if the expression differences between YM and IIIM males were
specific to introducing a new proto-Y chromosome onto a ge-
netic background, or if changing any single chromosome can
induce similar expression effects. To address this question, we
used RNA-seq to measure gene expression in males from four
nearly isogenic strains carrying either a YMor IIIM chromosome
(Figure 1). Two strains with IIIM males have different IIIM

chromosomes on a common genetic background. A third strain
with YM males has a YM chromosome, instead of IIIM, on the
same genetic background. The fourth strain carries a different
YM chromosome and a single copy of a different standard third
chromosome (without Mdmd) on the same genetic back-
ground as the other three strains. If the IIIM chromosome
has a disproportionate effect on gene expression, we expect
to observe more genes differentially expressed between IIIM

and YM males than between YM males that differ from each
other by a single standard third chromosome.

To compare gene expression profiles across the strains, we
used both a PCA and a grade of membershipmodel (Dey et al.
2017). We excluded one of the three batches of male samples
(one replicate from each of the four strains) in both abdomen
and head because males in that batch had outlier expression
profiles. Specifically, the expression profiles of males from the
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outlier batch did not cluster with the replicates with the same
genotype from the other two batches in our PCA (Figure S3).
Similarly, in a grade of membership model, males from the
outlier batch had dramatically different group assignments
than males with the same genotype from the other two
batches (Figure S3).

After excluding the outlier batch, we find that sex ex-
plains much of the variance in gene expression in both
abdomen and head. In abdomen, the first (PC1) and second
PCs (PC2) explain 84 and 7% of variance in gene expression
across samples, respectively (Figure 2A). In head, PC1 and
PC2 explain 43 and 28% of variance, respectively (Figure
2B). In both abdomen and head, all males from the four
strains are separated from females along PC1. Notably, the
two YM strains (that differ from each other by a single copy
of a standard third chromosome) have the greatest separa-
tion of any pair of male samples along PC2 in the abdomen
data. We observed similar results with a grade of member-
ship model: males from all four strains show different mem-
bership from females in abdomen and head, and males
from the two different YM strains have the most different
membership composition (Figure S3C). In head, one of
the IIIM genotypes is separated from the other males along
PC2 (Figure 2B). In neither abdomen nor head do YM and
IIIM males have the greatest separation, suggesting that
the YM and IIIM chromosomes affect gene expression to
a similar extent as a non-Mdmd-bearing, standard third
chromosome.

We also identified individual genes with significant dif-
ferential expression between strains using DESeq2 (Love
et al. 2014). Previous work found that an excess of third-
chromosome genes is differentially expressed between YM and
IIIM males (Meisel et al. 2015), as expected based on the dif-
ferences in their genotypes. We similarly find that excesses of
genes on the third chromosome are differentially expressed
in five out of eight comparisons between males with different
IIIM chromosomes, between YM males that differ by a standard

third chromosome, and between YM and IIIM males (Fig-
ure S4). Only one other chromosome has a significant
excess of differentially expressed genes in a single compari-
son (chromosome II in the bwbCS–IsoCS comparison). This
amounts to 1 significant excess out of 32 total tests involving
the other major chromosomes (chromosomes I, II, IV, and V
are involved in four pairwise comparisons from two tissue
samples), which is less than the expected false-positive rate
with a P-value cutoff of 0.05. Therefore, there is an excess of
third-chromosome genes with differential expression be-
tween males that differ in their third-chromosome genotype,
regardless of whether the third chromosome is a proto-Y (i.e.,
IIIM) or autosomal.

There are more differentially expressed genes across the
entire genome in the pairwise comparison between YM males
with different standard third chromosomes than in any other
pairwise comparison between males, including between YM

and IIIM males (Figure 2, C and D, Figure S5, and Table S3).
There are also similar fractions of differentially expressed
(sex-biased) genes when comparing each of the male geno-
types with females (Figure S6). This provides further evi-
dence that the IIIM chromosome has a minor effect on male
gene expression, less than or equal to an autosomal third
chromosome. In summary, the PCA, grade of membership,
and differential expression analyses all provide consistent
evidence that the IIIM chromosome has a minor effect on
global gene expression.

Expression of genes in the house fly sex determination
pathway following Md-tra knockdown

To further examine the effect of the IIIM chromosome on gene
expression, we used RNAi targeting Md-tra to create sex-
reversed males that have a male phenotype and female geno-
type without any male-determining proto-Y chromosome. The
Md-tra-RNAi treatment causes sex reversal by mimicking
the effect of the male-determining Mdmd gene, which disrupts
the splicing of Md-tra and the positive autoregulatory function
of Md-tra in the early embryo (Hediger et al. 2010). We com-
pared gene expression in the sex-reversedmales with genotypic
males carrying a IIIM chromosome. Our 2 3 2 experimental
design consisted of injecting dsRNA targeting either Md-tra
(to sex-reversed genotypic females), or GFP (sham treatment)
into genotypic males and females (Table 1). We studied IIIM

males in this experiment because we can use a morphological
marker on the third chromosome to identify sex-reversed males
(Hediger et al. 2010).

We confirmed that Md-tra-RNAi knockdown does indeed
result in reduced expression of Md-tra in the sex-reversed
male abdomens (Figure S7A). In contrast, there is not a sig-
nificant difference in Md-tra expression between sex-reversed
male heads and either normal male or normal female heads
(Figure S7B).We discuss this observation further in Figure S7.
We observe sex reversal in the expression of Md-dsx and
Md-fru, the two immediate downstream targets of Md-tra
(Hediger et al. 2004, 2010; Meier et al. 2013), in Md-tra-
RNAi-treated genotypic females (Figure S7, C–F).

Figure 1 The genotypes of four strains with different naturally occurring
YM or IIIM proto-Y chromosomes on a common genetic background are
shown. Black bars represent chromosomes from the common genetic
background and colored bars are chromosomes that are replaced on that
background. Different colors of chromosomes indicate their origins from
different strains. Chromosomes in the rest of genome (not shown) are
from the common genetic background as well.
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Expression profiles of sex-reversed males are similar to
genotypic males, not phenotypic females

We next examined how the IIIM chromosome affects gene
expression in males using PCA grade of membership mod-
els, and hierarchical clustering to analyze RNA-seq data
from the four genotype-by-RNAi-treatment combinations
(Table 1). In abdomen, PC1 explains 85% of the variance
in gene expression levels across samples. PC1 clusters all
types of phenotypic males together, including the sex-re-
versed males, separately from normal females (Figure
3A). We observe a similar result in a grade of membership
model and hierarchical clustering; the sex-reversed males
have abdominal expression profiles similar to genotypic
males and different to normal females (Figures S8A and
S9A). Therefore, the global gene expression profile in ab-
domen is predicted by phenotypic sex (regulated by the
sex determination pathway) and not by sex-chromosome

genotype. This is consistent with the IIIM chromosome hav-
ing a minor effect on male gene expression.

In head, we found that one of the sex-reversed males had
elevatedMd-tra expression (Figure S10A), suggesting incom-
plete knockdown of Md-tra. In addition, the RNA-seq profile
of that sex-reversed male revealed it to be an outlier that did
not cluster with either normal females or genotypic males in a
PCA (Figure S10B). The PCA showed that more variance in
head gene expression can be explained by differences be-
tween that outlier sex-reversedmale and all other phenotypic
males (including the other two sex-reversed replicates) than
between phenotypic males and females (Figure S10B).
Therefore, we excluded that outlier sample because it is not
consistent with sex reversal.

After excluding the one sample, PC1 and PC2 explain
34 and 19% of the variance in gene expression in head,
respectively. PC1 for the head expression data separates

Figure 2 Plots show the results of a principal component (PC) analysis of global expression in males with different proto-Y chromosomes in abdomen
(A) and head (B). Bar graphs show the proportions of differentially expressed (DE) genes between males with different proto-Y chromosomes in
abdomens (C) and heads (D). bwbCS YM stands for the strain bwbCS3CS.
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normal females and phenotypic males (Figure 3B), providing
more evidence that phenotypic sex is a better predictor of
overall gene expression profile than sex-chromosome geno-
type. Curiously, the Md-tra-RNAi flies were separated from
GFP-RNAi-treated flies along head PC2 (Figure 3B). TheMd-
tra-RNAi-treated phenotypic male heads (sex-reversed males
and IIIM males #2) also had reduced expression of Md-fru
(Figure S7F). We confirmed the similarity between Md-tra-
RNAi-treated flies, regardless of genotypic sex, in both a
grade of membership model and via hierarchical clustering
(Figures S8B and S9B). Therefore, Md-tra knockdown ap-
pears to influence overall gene expression—as well as Md-
fru expression or splicing—in heads more than the effect of
sex-chromosome genotype.

Sex-reversed and genotypic males have similar sex-biased
gene expression

Sexual dimorphism is achieved through differential (sex-
biased) gene expression between males and females
(Ellegren and Parsch 2007).We compared sex-biased expres-
sion in sex-reversed and genotypic males, excluding the one
outlier sex-reversed male head. We used genotypic males
treated with GFP-RNAi (IIIM males #1) as our normal male
reference, because the model in DESeq2 that we used for
RNA-seq analysis allows for pairwise comparisons between
individuals with either the same genotypic sex or treatment.
Normal females and IIIM males #1 were both exposed to the
GFP-RNAi treatment, which allows us to make the pairwise
comparison (Table 1).

We first quantified the degree of sex-biased expression by
the distribution of the log2FC between male and female ex-
pression levels (log2M/F). In the abdominal samples, the dis-
tributions of log2M/F for sex-reversed and genotypic males,
when compared to normal females, are quite similar (Figure
S11A). We defined genes with sex-biased expression as those
with a log2M/F significantly different from 0 using DESeq2
(Love et al. 2014). Similar fractions of genes have sex-biased
expression in abdomen for sex-reversed and genotypic males:
11,005/14,686 (74.9%) of genes are significantly sex-biased
in the comparison between sex-reversed males and females,
and 11,030/14,993 (73.6%) of genes have sex-biased expres-
sion when comparing genotypic males and females (Figure 3C
and Table S4). The distributions of log2M/F are symmetrical,
with similar fractions of genes with male- and female-biased

expression for both sex-reversed and genotypic males (Figure
S11A). In contrast, the magnitude of differential gene expres-
sion is much smaller in comparisons between genotypic males
than male–female comparisons (Figure 3C and Figure S11A).
Notably, the proportion of differentially expressed genes is
similar between sex-reversed and genotypic males as between
the two types of genotypic males (Md-tra-RNAi- and GFP-
RNAi-treated), providing additional evidence that sex-reversed
males have similar gene expression profiles as normal (geno-
typic) males (Figure 3C).

Sex-biased expression in fly heads is reduced relative to
whole-fly or gonad tissue (Goldman and Arbeitman 2007;
Lebo et al. 2009;Meisel et al. 2012, 2015). In house fly heads,
we only detect 5077 sex-biased genes between genotypic
males and normal females out of 13,558 expressed genes
(Figure 3D, Figure S11B, and Table S4). Similarly, there are
only 735 sex-biased genes between sex-reversed males and
normal females out of 12,360 expressed genes (Figure 3D,
Figure S11B, and Table S4). The lower number of sex-biased
genes between sex-reversed males and normal females could
be a result of decreased power because of a smaller sample
size; only two replicate sex-reversed male heads were in-
cluded because the third replicate had an outlier expression
profile (see above). The alternative—that sex-reversed male
heads are less sexually dimorphic than genotypic male
heads—is unlikely because sex-reversed male head gene ex-
pression profiles were most similar to genotypic males (Fig-
ure 3B and Figure S9B). In addition, there were fewer genes
differentially expressed in head between sex-reversed males
and Md-tra-RNAi-treated genotypic males (IIIM males #2)
than between the two types of genotypic males (Figure 3D).

We next tested if the same genes have sex-biased expres-
sion in sex-reversed males and genotypic males (IIIM males
#1). In both abdomen and head, the majority of male-biased
genes in genotypic males are alsomale-biased in sex-reversed
males (Figure 3, E and F). The same is true for female-biased
genes. We assessed if the sex-biased genes in common be-
tween sex-reversed and genotypic males is greater than
expected by chance with a permutation test. We determined
a null distribution, assuming that sex-biased genes in the sex-
reversed and genotypic males are independent of each other
from 1000 random permutations of our data. The actual
number of male- and female-biased genes in common be-
tween sex-reversed males and genotypic males is much
greater than all values in the null distribution (Figure S12).
This result implies that sexual dimorphism is achieved by
similar means in both sex-reversed males and genotypic
males: silencing ofMd-tra, independent of alleles on the IIIM

chromosome.

Disproportionate differential expression of
third-chromosome genes

Although all phenotypic males, regardless of genotypic sex,
showed very similar gene expression profiles, we identified
some genes that are differentially expressed between
genotypic males and sex-reversed males (Figure 3). These

Table 1 Injection scheme for RNAi treatments in both sexes

Genotypic sex

RNAi treatment

GFP-RNAi Md-tra-RNAi

Genotypic
female (III/III)

(A) Phenotypic female
(III/III) “females”

(B) Phenotypic male
(III/III) “sex-reversed
males”

Genotypic
male (IIIM/III)

(C) Phenotypic male
(IIIM/III) “IIIM males #1”

(D) Phenotypic male
(IIIM/III) “IIIM males #2”

Genotypic females with the Md-tra-RNAi treatment are sex-reversed to phenotypic
males (B). The other genotypic females and males are not sex-reversed (A, C, and
D); their phenotypic sexes are congruent with their genotypic sexes (i.e., normal
males or females). RNAi, RNA interference.
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Figure 3 Plots show the results of a principal component (PC) analysis of global expression of GFP-RNAi (RNA interference) and Md-tra-RNAi-treated
genotypic females and males, in abdomen (A) and head (B). Bar graphs show the proportions of differentially expressed (DE) genes between different
types of individuals in abdomen (C) and head (D). “Females” refers to GFP-RNAi-treated normal females. Heat maps show expression differences
between each type of male and phenotypic females in abdomen (E) and head (F). Genes are ordered the same in all three comparisons within each
tissue, such that a row in one comparison contains the same gene as the corresponding row in the other two comparisons.
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differentially expressed genes could reveal important phe-
notypic effects of the IIIM proto-Y chromosome, which may
be targets for selection to maintain both YM and IIIM across
house fly populations. Therefore, we further examined dif-
ferential expression between sex-reversed and genotypic
males to determine the effect of the IIIM chromosome on
individual genes. As expected based on their genotypic dif-
ferences, there were significant excesses of third-chromo-
some genes differentially expressed between genotypic
IIIM males and sex-reversed males in abdomen and head
(Figure 4). There was also a significant excess of third-
chromosome genes differentially expressed between genotypic
males and normal females in head (Figure 4B). In contrast,
there was not an excess of third-chromosome genes dif-
ferentially expressed between normal females and sex-
reversed males (Figure 4) who share the same genotype.
These patterns are consistent with our previous work
(Meisel et al. 2015) and other results presented here (Fig-
ure S4) in which the third chromosome has an excess of
differentially expressed genes between flies that differ in
their third-chromosome genotype. However, surprisingly,
we found that there were excesses of differentially
expressed genes on the third chromosome in comparisons
between IIIM males with the Md-tra-RNAi and GFP-RNAi
treatments (Figure 4). Therefore, in addition to the expected
genotypic effects, dsRNA targeting Md-tra and/or GFP dis-
proportionately affects the expression of genes on the house
fly third chromosome.

Sex-reversed males and genotypic males have very similar
expression profiles (Figure 3). In spite of these similarities,
we identified some “discordant sex-biased genes” that have
sex-biased expression in either sex-reversed or genotypic males,
but not both (Figure 3, E and F). To further examine the
effect of the IIIM chromosome on gene expression, we di-
vided the discordant sex-biased genes into two groups: “sex-
reversed-up-discordant” and “normal-up-discordant.”We
considered a gene to be sex-reversed-up-discordant if it belonged
to one of two categories: (1) male-biased expression in sex-
reversed males and not male-biased in genotypic males (log2
M/F, 0 but not necessarily significant), or (2) female-biased
expression in genotypic males and not female-biased in sex-
reversed males (log2M/F. 0 but not necessarily significant).
These genes are pooled into a single group because they have
higher expression in sex-reversed males. We identified
49 sex-reversed-up-discordant genes in abdomens and
170 in heads (Figure 5A, Table S5, and Supplemental Data).
Likewise, we classified genes as normal-up-discordant if they
were in one of two categories: (1) male-biased expression
in genotypic (normal) males and not male-biased in sex-
reversed males (log2M/F, 0 but not necessarily significant),
or (2) female-biased expression in sex-reversed males and
not female-biased expression in normal males (log2M/F .
0 but not necessarily significant). These genes are pooled
together because they have higher expression in normal
males. We identified 25 normal-up-discordant genes in
abdomens and 418 in heads (Figure 5B, Table S5, and

Figure 4 Bar graphs show the proportions of genes on each chromosome [Drosophila Muller element (ME) in parentheses] that are differentially
expressed (DE) between genotype and treatment combinations, in abdomen (A) and head (B). Asterisks indicate significant differences based on Fisher’s
exact test: * P , 0.05, ** P , 0.01, and *** P , 0.001.
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Supplemental Data). There are no GO terms significantly
enriched in either the sex-reversed-up-discordant or normal-
up-discordant genes.However, both sex-reversed-up-discordant
and normal-up-discordant genes in both abdomen and head are
significantly enriched on the third chromosome (Figure 5,
and Tables S6 and S7). Therefore, in comparisons between
males with and without a IIIM chromosome, the third chro-
mosome is enriched for genes with discordant sex-biased
expression.

Discussion

The house fly YM and IIIM proto-Y chromosomes are geograph-
ically distributed in a way that suggests ecological factors
favor different proto-Y chromosomes across different habitats
(Franco et al. 1982; Tomita and Wada 1989; Hamm et al.
2005; Feldmeyer et al. 2008; Kozielska et al. 2008). This
predicts that there will be sequence differences between the
proto-Y chromosomes and their homologous (proto-X) chro-
mosomes that confer ecologically dependent phenotypic and
fitness effects. These differences could be in transcribed se-
quences (e.g., protein-coding genes) or in regulatory regions
that control their expression. However, paradoxically both
the YM and IIIM chromosomes have minimal sequence dif-
ferences relative to their homologous chromosomes (Meisel
et al. 2017).

We tested if minimal sequence differences between the YM

and IIIM proto-Y chromosomes and their homologs could be
responsible for phenotypic effects by investigating gene ex-
pression differences betweenmales carrying different proto-Y
chromosomes. We hypothesize that gene expression differ-
ences betweenmales with different proto-Y chromosomes are
caused by differences between proto-Y chromosomes and
their homologs (e.g., IIIM and the standard third chromo-
some) in their cis-regulatory sequences, the trans-regulatory
factors they encode, and any downstream effects. The cis-
regulatory differences should disproportionately affect ex-
pression of genes on the proto-Y chromosomes. Consistent
with that prediction, there is a significant excess of genes that
are differentially expressed on the third chromosome when
comparing males with and without the IIIM proto-Y (Figure 4
and Figure S4), as previously described (Meisel et al. 2015).

We compared gene expression in four house fly strains
carrying either a YM or IIIM chromosome on a common ge-
netic background (Figure 1). The nearly isogenic strains were
created by backcrossing the proto-Y chromosomes onto the
common background (e.g., Figure S1). Male recombination is
absent in most flies (Gethmann 1988), suggesting that our
strains contain intact proto-Y chromosomes inherited from
the progenitor strain. However, there is some evidence for
male recombination in house flies (Feldmeyer et al. 2010).
If recombination occurred between the proto-Y chromosomes

Figure 5 Chromosomal locations of discordant sex-biased genes in abdomen (A) and head (B) are shown. Blue bars indicate the degree of sex-biased
expression (log2M/F) in genotypic males (IIIM males #1) compared to females, and red bars show sex-biased expression in sex-reversed males compared
to females. Each row represents a single gene with discordant sex-biased expression, with one blue bar and one red bar per gene. ME, DrosophilaMuller
element; RNAi, RNA interference.
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and their homologs during backcrossing, then portions of the
proto-sex chromosomes would also be isogenic across the
strains we examined. Regardless of the extent of male recom-
bination, expression differences between the strains should
be (almost) entirely the result of genetic differences in pro-
to-Y chromosome sequences (IIIM or YM) between strains,
even if the entire proto-Y chromosome was not introgressed.
Notably, the biggest differences in gene expression were ob-
served between two YM strains carrying different standard
third chromosomes (not carrying Mdmd), and not between
IIIM and YM males (Figure 2). Therefore, our results suggest
that the magnitude of gene expression differences between
IIIM and YM males can be explained by replacing a chromo-
some on a common genetic background, and they are not
specific to the effect of the IIIM or YM chromosomes.

We also examined the effects of the IIIM chromosome on
male gene expression using an RNAi experiment (Table 1).
We chose to knock downMd-tra because it allows us to create
sex-reversed fertile males that do not carry any proto-Y
chromosomes, as opposed to knockdown/out of Mdmd,
which creates sex-reversed fertile females carrying a proto-Y
(Sharma et al. 2017). We found that gene expression profiles
of sex-reversed and normal (genotypic) males are very sim-
ilar; phenotypic male expression profiles are distinct from
phenotypic females, regardless of male genotype (Figure
3). Therefore, we conclude that the IIIM chromosome has
a minor effect on male gene expression in a constant envi-
ronment, as assayed in our experiments. It is worth noting
that we only considered virgin females in our experiments,
and that mating can affect female gene expression in flies
(e.g., McGraw et al. 2004; Dalton et al. 2010). However, it
is unlikely that including mated females would have dramat-
ically affected our central finding: mated females should
have global gene expression profiles that are more similar
to virgin females than phenotypic males.

Despite the minimal effect of the proto-Y chromosomes on
global gene expression, we identified 74 genes in abdomen
and 588 genes in head with sex-biased expression that is
affected by the IIIM chromosome. These genes with discor-
dant sex-biased expression are enriched on the third chro-
mosome (Figure 5). Discordant sex-biased genes could be
targets of selection involved in the maintenance of polygenic
sex determination. The small number of genes whose expres-
sion is affected by the proto-Y chromosomes suggests that the
selection pressures responsible for maintaining the proto-Y
chromosome polymorphism likely act on a limited number of
genetic targets, not the entirety of the proto-Y chromosomes.

Gene expression effects of the proto-Y chromosomes

A previous experiment identified many genes whose expres-
sions differ between YM and IIIM males (Meisel et al. 2015).
That experiment controlled for genetic background, but it did
not compare the effect of the proto-Y chromosomes with the
effects of equivalent autosomes. When we included the effect
of introducing an autosome onto the same genetic back-
ground, we observed more expression differences between

YM males that carry different copies of standard (non-Mdmd-
bearing or autosomal) third chromosomes than between YM

males and IIIM males (Figure 2). This minimal effect of the
IIIM proto-Y chromosome on expression, relative to a stan-
dard third chromosome, suggests that IIIM has very few dif-
ferences from the standard third chromosome and that IIIM

is not a fully “masculinized” Y chromosome (Rice 1996). In
addition, IIIM likely is not differentiated enough from the
standard third chromosome to require dosage compensation
in heterogametic males. Alternatively, IIIM males may have a
dosage compensation mechanism (i.e., through preferred ex-
pression of genes on the standard third chromosomes), which
could mask the effects of the IIIM chromosome on gene
expression. Additional work is necessary to compare these
hypotheses.

It is curious that the YMmales with different standard third
chromosomes have more expression differences than be-
tween YM and IIIM males (Figure 2). One explanation for
the amount of expression differences between the YM males
is that the standard third chromosome in our experiment has
a greater effect on gene expression than the IIIM chromo-
some. Alternatively, the different origins of the YM chromo-
somes in the two YM genotypes could have a large effect on
gene expression. Unfortunately, our experimental design pre-
vents us from differentiating between the effects of the YM

chromosomes and standard third chromosome on the expres-
sion differences between these YM males. However, if differ-
ences between YM chromosomes were responsible for the
elevated differential expression between the two YM male
genotypes, this would suggest that variation among the ef-
fects of YM chromosomes in our experiment exceeds differ-
ences between YM and X chromosomes. Nonrecombining
Y chromosomes are expected to have low levels of poly-
morphism (Clark 1987, 1988). However, variation across
D. melanogaster Y chromosomes has been shown to affect
gene expression across the genome and may be involved in
the resolution of sexual conflicts (Lemos et al. 2008, 2010). In
addition, human Y chromosomes harbor high levels of copy
number variation of ampliconic genes (Ye et al. 2018). In-
triguingly, the house fly YM chromosome carries recently
duplicated genes that differentiate it from the homologous
X chromosome (Meisel et al. 2017). If these YM duplications
vary in their copy number or if there are chromatin-level
differences across YM chromosomes, this could explain a pos-
sible effect of the YM chromosome on global gene expression.
Additional work is necessary to test these hypotheses.

The IIIM chromosome, cis-regulation, and sexual conflicts

Despite the minimal effects of the IIIM chromosome on global
gene expression profiles, we do identify two notable patterns
across all types of males. First, higher proportions of genes on
the third chromosome, relative to other chromosomes, are
differentially expressed in many of our comparisons between
males with different genotypes (Figure 4 and Figure S4). This
might be indicative of divergence of cis-regulatory alleles
between the IIIM and standard third chromosomes. The
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differentially expressed third-chromosome genes could have
important phenotypic effects that could partially be respon-
sible for fitness differences between males with and without
the IIIM chromosome. Those fitness differences could in turn
explain the maintenance of both the YM and IIIM proto-Y
chromosomes in natural populations. Additional work is nec-
essary to connect individual differentially expressed genes to
fitness effects of the IIIM chromosome.

Second, genes with discordant sex-biased expression be-
tween genotypic males and sex-reversed males are overrepre-
sented on the third chromosome (Figure 5). This is consistent
with our previous results showing that the IIIM chromosome
disproportionately promotes male-biased expression (Meisel
et al. 2015). These results are contingent on inference of the
chromosomal assignment of house fly genes, which we have
confirmed is accurate by comparison with an independent
mapping approach (Meisel and Scott 2018).

Population genetics theory predicts that sexually antago-
nistic selection is a major driver of the evolution of sex
determination and the maintenance of polygenic sex deter-
mination (Orzack et al. 1980; van Doorn and Kirkpatrick
2007, 2010; Meisel et al. 2016). For example, sexual conflicts
could be resolved if sexually antagonistic alleles are inherited
in a sex-limited manner through the origination of a tightly
linked sex-determining factor (Lindholm and Breden 2002;
Roberts et al. 2009; Ser et al. 2010; Parnell and Streelman
2013). In addition, male-beneficial alleles are expected to
accumulate on proto-Y chromosomes once they have ac-
quired male-limited inheritance (Rice 1992). The excess of
discordant sex-biased genes on the third chromosomemay be
consistent with these theoretical predictions if the up- or
downregulation of these genes on the IIIM chromosome is
beneficial to males, and deleterious to females. In this case,
the male-beneficial (and female-detrimental) alleles would
be cis-regulatory elements that affect the expression of the
discordant sex-biased genes on the IIIM chromosome (Figure
5). A similar phenomenon was observed in Lake Malawi cich-
lids, where an allele underlying a sexually antagonistic
pigmentation phenotype is a cis-regulatory variant that upre-
gulates the expression of a gene linked to a new sex deter-
miner (Roberts et al. 2009). Although the house fly male
determiner (Mdmd) is molecularly characterized (Sharma
et al. 2017), its location on the IIIM chromosome is not
known, which prevents us from testing if the discordant
sex-biased genes are nearby and genetically linked to the
male determiner.

However, there are two considerations that may be impor-
tant limitations of these interpretations. First, the fitness
effects of the proto-Y chromosomes appear to be environmen-
tally dependent. YM is most frequent at northern latitudes
and IIIM predominates in the south, suggesting that temper-
ature-dependent fitness differences could be responsible for
north–south clines (Franco et al. 1982; Tomita and Wada
1989; Hamm et al. 2005; Feldmeyer et al. 2008; Kozielska
et al. 2008). We did not test for temperature-dependent ef-
fects of the proto-Y chromosomes in our experiment, which

may have prevented us from identifying key fitness-related
gene expression differences between YM and IIIM males.
These temperature-dependent effects could be the result of
temperature-dependent expression of genes on YM and IIIM,
differences in temperature-dependent activity of the copies of
Mdmd across proto-Y chromosomes, or some other tempera-
ture-dependent genotype-by-environment interaction. Sec-
ond, YM and IIIM can be carried by females who also carry
the epistatic Md-traD allele (Mcdonald et al. 1978; Hediger
et al. 2010). The fitness differences between YM and IIIM

could therefore be mediated through the effects of the pro-
to-Y chromosomes on female phenotypes, which we did not
assay in our experiments. Additional work is necessary to
investigate how temperature and sex modulate the pheno-
typic effects of the proto-Y chromosomes.

The effect of Md-tra on gene expression

Our results suggest thatMd-tra has effects on gene expression
beyond the direct regulation of Md-dsx and Md-fru splicing.
Previous results, as well as our experiments here, demon-
strate that knockdown of Md-tra in blastoderm embryos
causes complete sex reversal of genotypic females into fertile
phenotypic males (Hediger et al. 2010). Our results suggest
that this sex reversal does not affect all adult tissues equally;
we observed one fertile sex-reversedmale with higherMd-tra
expression than normal females in head, and a head gene
expression profile that does not cluster with phenotypic fe-
males or males (Figure S10). Curiously, the outlier sex-
reversed male in our experiment did not have a gene
expression profile intermediate between genotypic males
and females (Figure S10B), as we would expect from partial
masculinization. This suggests thatMd-tra-RNAi treatment in
the blastoderm embryo can have effects on adult somatic
gene expression that do not act in the expected direction of
sex reversal.

We find additional evidence that Md-tra knockdown can
affect adult gene expression independently of genotype. For
example, the two genotypic males in our RNAi knockdown
experiment have the same genotypic and phenotypic sex, yet
their head gene expression profiles are not themost similar of
all genotype-by-treatment combinations; instead, genotypic
males with Md-tra-RNAi treatment cluster with sex-reversed
males (Figure 3B and Figure S9B). There are also more genes
differentially expressed in head between IIIM males with and
withoutMd-tra-RNAi treatment than between genotypic ma-
les and sex-reversedmales (Figure 3D). These results suggest
that Md-tra affects head gene expression independent of ge-
notypic sex. The effects of Md-tra-RNAi on head expression
are likely mediated through either direct effects ofMd-tra on
the splicing of transcripts other than Md-dsx and Md-fru,
downstream effects of Md-dsx and Md-fru alternative
splicing, or off-target effects of dsRNA targeting Md-tra. In
contrast, we do not observe a disproportionate effect of
Md-tra-RNAi on abdominal gene expression; knocking down
Md-tra converts genotypic females into phenotypic (sex-
reversed) males with expression profiles that nearly perfectly
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mimic genotypic (normal) males (Figure 3, A, C, and E, and
Figures S8A and S9A).

Notably, the expression ofMd-tra does not differ across the
heads of genotypic males or females with either RNAi treat-
ment (Figure S7B). This suggests that the expression effects
of knocking downMd-tra in adult heads is not through direct
effects onMd-tra, but instead is caused by off-target effects or
downstream effects of the direct targets ofMd-tra. Therefore,
it is possible that silencing Md-tra in early blastoderm em-
bryos affects regulatory pathways that modulate head gene
expression independently of the activity Md-tra in adult
heads. Sex determination in flies is cell autonomous, and
many cells in Drosophila somatic tissues do not express sex-
determining genes downstream of tra (Robinett et al. 2010).
Our results suggest that even if somatic tissues do not differ-
entially express sex-determining genes, they can carry the
memory of regulation of the sex determination pathway from
their progenitor cells.

Curiously, there is an excess of third-chromosome genes
differentially expressed between IIIMmaleswithMd-tra-RNAi
treatment and IIIM males with GFP-RNAi treatment (Figure
4). The IIIM chromosome is a proto-Y, and the standard third
chromosome is a proto-X. Therefore, knockdown of Md-tra
could be disproportionately affecting proto-Y or proto-X
genes. Unfortunately, our data lack the resolution to deter-
mine if the expression changes between IIIM males with dif-
ferent RNAi treatments is the result of changes in expression
of genes on the IIIM chromosome, standard third chromo-
some, or both. Regardless of which homolog is changing in
expression, one explanation for the disproportionate effect of
Md-tra knockdown on third-chromosome genes is that there
is an excess of third-chromosome targets regulated byMd-tra
or the sex determination pathway. For example, the house fly
sex determination pathway could regulate gene expression
specifically on the proto-X chromosome, analogous to how
Drosophila X chromosome dosage compensation is controlled
in a sex-specific manner by a gene in the sex determination
pathway (Salz and Erickson 2010). Intriguingly, knockdown
of transformer in female red flour beetles, Tribolium casta-
neum, causes them to produce nearly all male progeny, pos-
sibly as a result of misregulation of the diploid X chromosome
in the female progeny (Shukla and Palli 2012). Md-tra in
house fly may have a similar role regulating X chromosome
expression. Additional work is necessary to evaluate whyMd-
tra knockdown disproportionately affects third chromosome
expression.

Conclusions

We have performed multiple RNA-seq experiments to
resolve the paradox of ecologically relevant fitness effects
of the house fly YM and IIIM proto-Y chromosomes, despite
minimal sequence divergence between proto-Y and proto-X
chromosomes. We identified some effects of the YM and IIIM

chromosomes on gene expression, but the number of differen-
tially expressed genes and their effect sizes are small relative
to the effect of a standard third chromosome, or knockdown

of the key sex-determining gene Md-tra. Therefore, gene
expression in house flies depends more on phenotypic sex
(mediated by the sex determination pathway) than sex-
chromosome genotype. Despite the minimal effect of house
fly proto-Y chromosomes on global gene expression, there
are individual genes on the IIIM chromosome that are differ-
entially expressed relative to the standard third chromosome.
Those differentially expressed genes may represent targets of
selection that are responsible for maintaining polygenic sex
determination.

Our results are consistent with a recent study in Rana
temporaria frogs that have polygenic sex determination,
which found that sex-biased gene expression depends more
on phenotypic sex than genotypic sex (Ma et al. 2018). Com-
bining the findings from flies and frogs suggests that the
earliest stage of sex-chromosome evolution is dominated by
changes in the expression of individual genes, rather than
transcriptome-wide effects of the young sex chromosomes.
In the case of house fly, it is possible that the individual gene
expression differences could act in an ecologically dependent
manner. For example, the geographic distribution of the YM

and IIIM chromosomes could arise from selection on environ-
mentally sensitive phenotypes that we did not assay in our
experiments. Because seasonality of temperature is predic-
tive of the frequencies of YM and IIIM in natural populations
(Feldmeyer et al. 2008), a fitness or phenotypic assay across
temperatures may be needed to identify ecologically relevant
differences between YM and IIIM males.
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